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[S ST'STAINABLE REGIONAL ECONOMIC
D E\'ELOPMENT POSSIBLE?

Ron Shaffer
r- ':<:rr of Agricultural Economics and Community Development Economist, University of
i <..:srn-Madison/Extension, Madison, WI 53706, USA.

T.BSTR{CT The fundamental elements of regional economic development theory identift
- -.. available for rcgions to r,vork tor.vard sustainable development. These elements are

i ---.:iS. resources, decision making capacity, economic rules, and space. The dimensions of
.:.: :.,rrsinalized social-economic groups, and dynamic economies provide focus on how
: a ..: .lan buiid sustainable strategies. Sustainable regional economic development is about

-:-j.--.: perceptions and choices regarding regional resources, markets, rules, decision making
::s: a.:.. and space. The idea of new knowledge and reframing issues is offered as a method to

--: :' : :.1-\\' OptiOnS.

: I\TRODUCTION

ii r-nts such as chemical spills and disposal, endangered species, water and air

:*: l. soil erosion, drought, and visual aethestics have given the issue of sustainabiliry'
; : .: dcgrcc of popular awarcness. In manr' rural regions, rvhose historic economic

: :,: has been tied to natural resources, the urgency to address sustainabilif,v is

lr--Jarlv acute. In most cases, physical and biological dimensions dominated the first
.:'.: -.iconcem about sustainability, but for us to make sustainablc regional economic

a' s..rpment an opcrational realir"-, l'e necd to strengthcn the socio-econon,ic-political
:'::::.;ctives in the proposed solutions.

',\hat 
engendcrs fcar among local residents is thcir, not totally unjustified, concem

r;- -:r'ir n'av of lile is being ripped au'av b1' 'sxternals' (rvho contend they knorv s'hat

s :cr t,rr thc locals) uith little to replace the prer,'ious rvay of life. The stimulus for the

:':rr'ntion b1'external interests rs often technically based (e.g., species extinction,

:.,--.1 \\'atcr coutalruration, rvetlands loss). This characterizes trvo phenomena that arc
r'_----Jl siErificance in achievurg sustainablc rcgional economic development. The first

5 .3 lrrJ easih'believe that sustainabiliti' is onlr, a phvsical phenomena. The second is

', : :..ntinue to use old logic to deal r,vith nerv conditions.
lable I contains one list of old and ncn' logic that appcars to have substantial

:- -cncc on hou'rve might achi*'c sustainable do'clopment An important \t'av to look
:: lrblc I is as a statement ol trvo contrasting paradigms about how our socio-
:: - -...nric-biological s1'stem n'orks. Obviouslr', Table I is somervhat cxaggerated to
::::lish thc diflcrent perspectives and hopcfulh'l'nove us torvard some general ideas
-: :::Jing sustainable developrnent.

lhc papcr progresses from describing the regional economic development svstem
iint is sustainable development. Thcn it proceeds to horv sustainabilit-r
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Table 1. De

old
Growth is preeminent

{more of the same}

Benefits of growth will naturally trickle
down and out to others

Individuals are rvise and all knowing

Technological change is either always
good or r.vill solve most problems

Tomorrorv will look like today

Extemalities of space, time, and class

typically of minor concern and likely to
take care of themselves

D5,namic economies are expanding
replications of the existing system

Socio-economic-biological elements are

largely independent or can be treated that
way

Individuals and firms are the source of
control

Power is hierarchial and florvs out from
urban nodes
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t Paradi

New

Development is preeminent

{increasing options and access}

Equity considerations require conscious
policy efforts

Individuals can comprehend only part of
what is happening and needed

Technological change is only one of man
possible solutions, and may not even be

one ofthe better choices

Tomonow may look like today, but
certainly no guarantee

Externalities of space, time, and class

must be explicitly considered

Dynamic economies are creating new

choices, reframing of issues, changing
perceptions of markets and resources,

changing values

Socio-economic-biological elements are

so inter-dependent that failure to consider
linkages creates problems

Interest coalitions are necessary to
different perspectives

Porver is disbursed throughout a relatileh
flat netrvork

modifies regional cconomic development and the necessary conditions for sustainable
development to occur, closing with horv can we support sustainable development.

2. THE REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Figure I displavs the essence of mv conception of how regional economic
development oc€urs. It seeks to display the intcrconnectedness among the nodes and ow
tendency to treat them as isolated components.

The model implied in Figure I requires some specific definitions of the nodes
(Shaffer, 1989a). Rules of the economic game includes such realities as tax lau's.
eligrbiliS'rules for programs, environmental regulations, zoning, union contracts, tariffs.
and cultural norms. These tlpically are so imbedded in our thinking, they are

acknou4edged only u'hen someone else tries to change them in an unfavourable fashion
Wc irnplicitly ackrou'ledge thern with comments like: "That's the rvay they do business
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n I'snsland" or the famed "tall poppy slndrome." The crucial aspects of rules is they
:.r. cbfuscate adjustment, and therefore require modification in a dyramic economy.

)ecrsion making capacity is the ability to distinguish among problems and
:"-::toms and inventiveness of the response. Analytical questions include framing
ss-es rn a fashion that enables possible solutions to appear (Bryson & Crosby, 1992).
: ::iinitely includes getting to the problem rather than dealing with synptoms and
:.::,an'. In many respects, tradition is not necessarily accepted (see Table l). policy
:--:Sestions include education and communications about problems and options, and

=l::3 a collaborative learning environment that promotes exploration of alternative
rrj.rolrs. In the U.S. an effort embodied in the State Rural Development Councils and
"":r:.xral Rural Development Parbrership seeks to create a mechanism to explore and test
r:::native solutions regarding rural development and the roles of private and public

---,ar actors (Shaffer, 1994; Shonka,1994).
\tarkets generally refers to the external (export) and internal (nonexport) markets

: :-ie community. This node essentially contends that the communify can produce
::r:-:etitively; it just needs to determine what to produce, how markets are changing, and
r:-ce the1" are. The analltical questions are knorving u'hat markets exist for regional
:riut (consuner/industrial), location of markets, rvho is the competition, and how is
;c i:rarket changing. It includes how the local economies in the region are linked on
:,:-: the input and output sides. The policy suggestions include increase inflorv of
rs:le dollars, reduce outflorv of local income, and strengthen intra-regional linkages.

Rxources generally refers to concerns with the amount of, access to, and mobility
:f ::sources. This perspective essentially contends that we know what markets are, we
r-q :reed to ktrorv horv to produce for them. The analytical questions are concerned rvith
;:r.rrf ing capital, labour, technology and rvhether they are available for alternative
.s-.s 'mobility) or in suffrcient amounts to increase regional output. Policy suggestions
r,-..ide increasing the amount of capital, labour and technology, increasing
:cciltF/access to capital, labour and technology, and shifting resources to more valued
,{<-{

Figure 1. Regional Economic Development
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Space is the obvious friction of distance and more. The more is the subtle

ps1'chological barriers to improved communication, to reading body language. tc

serendipity contacts and comments, and to agglomeration/disagglomeration forces

While the information super-highway certainlv alters the possibilities, the type of
information shared is qualitatively different.t Space intervenes in the interaction amonr

the four other nodes. This intervention can be both centripetal and centrifugal.

3. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Any definition of sustainable development needs to start with the Worl<i

Commission (Brundtland) report Our Common Future which defines sustainable

development as "that which ensures the needs of the present are met, withoui
compromising the ability of futwe generations to meet their orvn needs" (Worlc

Commission, 1987, p.9).2 The balance of the Brundtland report emphasizes

management and confiol over development, plus a holistic approach to problem solving

Special note is made that since the linkage betrveen economic and ecological systems

rvill not change, solutions must start rvith the policies and institutions of the social-

economic-political envronment. An overlooked aspect of the report, is recognition that

"development is not a fixed state of harmony,3 but rather a process of change in rvhich

the use of resources, direction of investments, orientation of technological development.

and institutional change are made consistent with future was well as present needs''

(World Commission, 1987, p.9). Carter and Zimmerman (1993, p.6) suggest tha:

"sustainable development" can relegitimise development values other than gtowth, such

as class and gender equity, democratic governance, environmental preservation ani
fulfilment of basic human needs. Effective participation of disenfranchised groups in

decision making extends the idea of sustainabilit"v beyond middle and upper income

goups. While involvement of the drsenfranchised in the actual decision making may not

be a realitv, the inclusion oftheir interests and perspectives in the choices considered is

paramount.

The rmportarice of time becomes cmcial given the perceptiorls b,v many groups tha:

thev are hai'ing increased difficultl,' earning an acceptable standard of living and the

increasing sense of being marginalised.{ This sense certainlv places a premium or:

' For example, the author rs cunentlv in an e-marl dialog'Lre u'ith smali "reading" gloups ir.
Nova Scotia and Washinglon regarding previoush'pub[shed rvork. Since onl.v one group is a:

a universrtv it reminds me horv much flatter and more accessible our educational hierarchies hale
bectrme.
? 

Quahn' of Lrfe is derived fiom the resource endorvment including natural, cultural, technicai
and institutional resources. Thus, the utrlity derived from the total (notjust part ofthe) resource
endoument transferred tr.l succeeding generations erceeds that recei"'ed bv plevious generations
3 Schumpeter ( 1 983) defines development as "creative destruction "

' The sense of being marginalised may also appear in the form of "distant" decision maker:
rmposine seeminglv inappropriate decisions or standards on loca1 groups.
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:ecisions favouring this generation and attempting to capture the 'good life.'s This is

:ertainlv present in academic and policy discussions in Australia and New Zealand.

Sustainabilit_v raises the issues of timc, new forms of economic value and activity,
::id marginalized groups to a prominent place in regional development policy.

4. HOW DOES SUSTAINABILITY MODIFY REGIONAL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT?

An earlier definition of sustainable regional economic development as "...the
::pacir."- of local socio-economic systems to generate employrnent and income to
:-utain, if not improve, the region's relative economic position..." conveys some of the

=*enerative dimensions of sustanability (Shaffer & Summers, 1988, p.1). The aspects

:: the definition of particular interest here are relative capacity to adjust, social-

=--nomic systems, and time.
Sustainable regional economic development is about changing perceptions and

:.-,-alces regarding regional resources, markets, rules, decision making capacity, and

;r.re While not obvious rn Figure l, sustainable development appears more achievable
;r.3n \\'e use accumulated knorvledge (both scientific and experiential) to reframe

:-3strons that change the set of perceived options available. The choices we make
-::arding the four nodes of Figure I and their definition go a long way in making

L: : talnable development attainable.
.\n important element of the definition is recognition of time and the changing

: ::umstances in u'hich the region functions. These changes can be depletion or

=.luation of a rcsource (e.g. coal deposits, forest, scenic vistas), technological changes

: : drip inigation, genetic engineering, fibrc optics, biological insect control),

-::ographic (e.g. aging population, single parcnt families, working couples),
:-.:.munication/transportation changes altcring the spatial linkages, or economic

!L-ji!ure (e g transnational corporations, relative dechne of manufacturing

=:..'xntent). These changing ccononric circumstances alter the choice set for regional
:srnse. Sustainable regions recognize these changes and mount responses that allorv
:-e :esion to maintain and improve its economic position norv and through time.

Thcre arc four characteristics associated u'ith rvhat appear to be economicallv
, -i:rrnable communities (Shaffer, l99l).6 Thev are, in no order of importance: a) a

, ;l l*'el of dissatisfaction, b) a positii e attitudc torvard experimentation, c) a high
:' -', of intra-community discussion, and d) a history of implementation.? In a ferv
r :: js. communities (regions) that demonstratc the qualitics of sustainability believe
:r.. urd they alone. malie and/or control their oun destiny. This recognizes that s'hile
-.-'. ilual communities are grvcn differcnt economic circumstances (resources, econonric

. ., 
,...*. niarginalised €r'oups the'good life'is rising above subsistence (Summerset al.,

:--. irstin€uished fi'om regions. but regions are really lust aggregations of communities that
: : -.:.,. recognizc the spatial element among the four nodes of Figurc I

:i and Flora ( 1 993) relir lo this as social capital.
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structure, access to markets, go\\th of local markets) the sustainable communitr
(region) rvill capture the economic possibilities available.

Historically, sustainable development has generally started with resources and the

solutions have emphasized the rules and decision making nodes of Figure l. Yet, to
build a sustainable regronal economic development program requires that all four nodes

of Figure I be considered in a dynamic context.
Sustainabilir-v* expands the definitions of the nodes in Figure l. Resources take on

nerv meanings including assimilative capacity, considering marginalized groups.
recognizing nonrenervable resources, lower energy use technology, organic technologl'.
and different skill sets among people including access to acquiring nerv skills. Likewise
markets start including recycling, consuming green products and lifestyles. Decision
making capacity now adds sensitivity about the bio-sphere, sensitivity about inter-
generational implications, and sensitivity about marginalized groups. The rules of the

economic gane now includes discharge permits and markets, actual compensation to
people adversely affected, development impact hearings, and taxes on transboundan
environmental use.8 Space means sensitivity about spatial flor,vs of inputs, outputs, and

discharges.
The themes that emerge from the expanded definition of sustainable regional

economic development leads to policies that explore -- increased regional self-reliance
(in conffast to self-sufficiency), increased niche marketing (i.e. less volume more value).
increased ecological awareness (e.g. diversification of production from mono-culture.
recycling wastes or reducing waste stream), changes in labour and management
requirements, increased demands on knovr4edge and innovativeness. Another theme is

increased collaboration anlong perspective partners (Gardner, 1994),

5. MOVING TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Economists contend a major ther-ne in achieving sustainable regional economic
development is recognizing the externalities of dccisions and actions (Castle, Berrens.
& Polasll,, 1994). Extemalities can be both positive and negative, but are generally not
accounted for in the market prices used to allocate resources across time, space, and
gloups.

In sustainable regional economic devclopment, time and future generations are

explicitly brought rnto considerations of decisions and actions. If decisions and actions
adversely affect future generations, then current prices need to be increased to
discourage that activity. To assert that tirne is important begs the question relative to
s'hat? To argue that some resourc€s should be presen ed for the future does not ansu'er
the economic questions of ivhat altematives are forcgonc or in the future? Who
is being impacted bv the choice of presen'ing a rcsource?

Castlc. Bcrrcns and Polaska (1994) and Martin (1994) remind us horv the issue oi
time contplicates thc dccision making. First. it requires us to make explicit our choice

t Me1'er's (1994) comparison of the European Communitl'and U.S. approaches rc
environmental regulation and clean up clearlv arliculatcs hou' framing the question leads rr.

di lL:rent potential sol uti ons.
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r,:L1 $'hether fuhne generations are more or less (and by horv much) important than the
..--:3nt While it is legitimate to argue that many curent decisions overly discount
"r :3 tnterests, to replace that rvith an over discounting of current interests does not
a:-.3nce our understanding. Second, tve are required to make judgement about the
:r"-rences of future generations with not much more than the assertion that it will be

';:-:lar to or different than the preferences of the current generation. Third is the
:-soon of how many future generations are we concerned with in our current decision
. :-ansen'e a resource. Whrle the idea of sustainable development implicitly assumes
:-:=rn'. that simplifying presumption becomes incredibly complicated as we try to
:r:rationalise it with our current state of knowledge and decision rules.

-\nother externality is that the benefits and costs of a decision or action are
u=buted spatially to separate groups minimizing the possibility that market prices will
;:::e self-correcting signals. So rather than getting negative and corrective feedback
:c n'stem becomes self-reinforcing.

The nteraction betrveen urban and rural economies is an example of spatial flows.
l=rges in urban markets (e.g. natural or artificial fibres, use of rain forest wood) and
-*-'s (e.g. rvater quality standards, prevailing wage standards) often play out in rural

=.--nomies in a penerse manner. Hite and Powell (1993) remind us of three qualities
-.:-nzuishing rural from urban economies. These qualities are important to our
:-.;ussion of sustainable regional economic development. Distance and horv it
::---.r:nces the level and form of human interaction is the first qualify. The lack of
;-:-: size./density effect on the ability to generate agglomeration economies is the second
:' ' r+' The lack of diversity of economrc f,rnctions limits the range of choices available
:r:-: their perceived feasibility is the third quality. These qualities, individually and
:i:-3ctr\'€lt, influence (qpically appear to lirnit) how regions make choices in moving
;..'. ards sustainabilit-v.

-\n aspect of sustainable regional economic development that appears to have
:':::rated little direct discussion is that Schumpeterian development (creative
s-Juction) and associated economic dlnamics creates u'inners and losers. The sense
:t :atns,4osses mav onlv be relative, but often is absolute (i.e. displaced lvorker, familr',
::r:-murutr). The assumption of beneficial spin offs from development efforts ignores
:r:. are an ineffective mechanism to reach manv of these groups (Bartik, 199 I ; Shaffer,
-rvb: Summers et al.,1976). The inabilir,v of some adversely affected groups to

::cnbute to decisions leads to re-enforcrng paltems of shifting burdens to those groups.
!;-.nomists deal rvith this in statements about needed adjustments (e.g. migration,
::.;ung. identrfving nel' business opportunities) in a dynamic economy. It is
:-.-:.fficient to expect the market to handle manv of the noneconomic aspects of these
E istrnents (asset fixitv, family- gender. education, personal traits, age, race) (Summers
, --. . 1993).

T. SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In summary, sustainable development explicitly recognizes increasing limits
:.rlogical/ph1'sical) given past and current economic/cultural/social norms and

-.crr ledge. lt is not absolute, but relative to sllfting constraints. acknorvledges different
'::--rrs of capital (i.e., reneu,able and nonrenervable), and appreciates the capaciry'to

27
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accommodate change. Sustainable

economic and ecological dimensions,

Ron Shafr*

development incorporates linkages behr::n
distribution across generations (time), spax.

we citr
prodrrc

issue r

socio-economic groups and economic sectors.

The paradigm shift implied in Table I gives some sense of the task. Shrftq
paradigms that eventually govern the choices made and how we even frame the chorcrr
considered is difficult. Paradigms appear because they make life simpler by matug
each decision less of a struggle of collecting and analysing extensive data, by allonug
acceptable patterns/procedures to reduce the burden. The paradigm shift difficuln r
new choices must be dernonstrably better than old choices, while using the old frame f
reference to prove your argument.

Recogruzing changing norrns, knowledge, technology, and markets lead to shih4
needs for capital, labour and space. Sustainable development is technically feasible. ro

the question becomes what policies, behaviours, and institutions are required to achrgrr

Castle, Berrens and Polaska (1994) clearly remind us that maintaining a subsl'steu
generally easier than the rvhole system (i.e. we do not need consider where *r

resources come from or alternatives foregone). This leads to the issue of whether ur
frame the question appropriately. For example, energy is associated with economx
growth, thus rve must increase energy use to have economic growth, but remembs

lt.
is

growth is not development. Yet, if we adopt energy conserving technology
conserve energy usage and still have growth. Or, if we adopt new
configurations(lower hydrocarbon content), rve could have both.

The Oconto initiative (Behr er al., 1993) used the ideas of reframing the
move the communit-v fonvard on its development strates/ of creating jobs and improrrn!
incomes uithout sacrificing the environment. Oconto, a community experiencing iuS!
unemplor.rnent, low per capita incomes and limited tax base, was able to refrarr
development questions by adding new local and external insights regarding the use C
several hundred acres of wetlands. The reframed question enabled the communih i;
realizp is choices included more than upscale condos and marinas, but also eco-touns
that met residents and visitors preferences.

The proceeding examples exemplify the need to re-frame questions from either cr
to multiple objectives. The paradigm shifts that must occur include reframing th
growtl/non-growth dichotomy and the markeVstate directed dichotoml,, recognising t}ur
marginalized groups u'ill not improve their relative position and thus that absolu::
growth is the only choice. Table I outlines the need to explore new procedures
(collaboration rather than competition becomes the guiding principle) with new partne$
(Bryson & Crosby, 1992) as a possible avenue torvards sustainability. Some of the nerr

processes that sustainable regions rvill need to master include negotiation and conflrc
(both intemal and external) management skills. A crucial component is accumulatirc
and incorporating nerv knowledge into the choices considered and made.

The sustainable economic development paradox is it needs to occur at the gra-ss

roots level and become part of the local 'culture', but needs to be sanctioned b1, rbc
global 'culture' as localities proceed. The regional paradox is the tendency to lie in r
decision making vacuum with minimal mechanisms to make and implement decisiors
Global, regional and local decision making is further complicated by the almost limitless
number of unintended outcomes and often confusing information regarding causes cr
problems and choices available. The end result of this should not be "analysis paralvsr.'
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r ' ' . tlungs to all parties" but reflective consideration of the choices available given our
j-r::l state of knouledge and attention to horv nerv knor.l ledge can be incorporated into
;rs; s.lrn rnaking.
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